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Section 1. Game Procedures and Manners 

Unlike online Mahjong, not all potential actions will be prompted and not all 
obligatory actions are automated. Having a clear understanding of one’s options and 
obligations is essential to operating a game smoothly. Acknowledging and 
respecting these orders of operations are synonymous with having good Mahjong 
table manners. Please read the following thoroughly as they may be different from 
what you are accustomed to. 

I. General Etiquette 

A. See OC Mahjong Decency Agreement. 

B. Refrain from cell phone usage. 

C. Do not publicly call other players “lucky,” especially after they win. This 

trivializes them and is rude. 

II. General Terminology 

A. Kyoku refers to an individual hand or round, which begins after each 

dice roll and ends upon a player completing their hand or upon an 

exhaustive draw (when there are no more tiles to be drawn). 

B. Hanchan refers to the length of the entire game. Comprised of multiple 

kyoku where each player is the dealer twice. 

C. Uma is the placement bonus points that are applied at the end of the 

hanchan. 

D. Chombo is an in-game violation of the rules. The chombo penalty is 

applied after the uma. A chombo will reset the current kyoku unless 

stated otherwise. 

E. A dead hand is a status in which a player can no longer complete their 

hand or make any calls. A player with a dead hand is considered to be 

noten (not in tenpai) at the end of the kyoku. 

F. A player having too many or too few tiles in their hand will receive a 

dead hand. 

G. A violation of a known dead hand status will result in a chombo without 

a kyoku reset. 
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H. Every four warnings in a hanchan will result in a chombo penalty. New 

players are allowed twice the number of warnings before receiving a 

chombo penalty. 

I. Warnings do not carry over to the next hanchan. 

III. Before the Game (In Sequence) 

A. When the hanchan begins, confirm that all players have the correct 

starting point sticks. One 10,000; three 5,000; four 1,000; ten 100, or 

alternatively one 500 and five 100. 

B. Place the round wind indicator in the starting dealer’s round indicator 

tray, or on the bottom right. 

C. For automatic tables, immediately push the tiles forward when they are 

elevated. 

D. Place the relevant honba and riichi sticks on the table before the dice 

are rolled. Violations will result in a warning. 

E. Do not place the honba or riichi sticks in any tray cutouts. 

F. Only the dealer should break the wall after the dice roll. Violations will 

result in a warning. 

G. A player will receive a warning for each time they knock over less than 

five tiles from the wall.. 

H. If a player knocks over five or more tiles from the wall prior to the 

dealer’s dice roll, that player receives a warning and the tiles must be 

reshuffled. 

I. If a player knocks over five or more tiles from the wall after the dealer’s 

dice roll, the player receives a chombo. The kyoku does not reset if 

discards have already been made. 

J. The player whose wall contains the rinshan tile (first kan replacement 

tile) and the dora indicator is responsible for putting down the rinshan 

tile and flipping over the dora indicator, in that order. 

K. Refrain from flipping the dora indicator with one finger. Violations will 

result in a warning. 
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L. While drawing starting hands, if a player were to take the previous 

player’s tiles, the offending player will receive a dead hand for the 

round. Restore the original order. 

M. While drawing starting hands, if the dealer takes four tiles instead of 

their last two, the tiles shall be placed back. There will be no penalty if 

the tiles have not been revealed. Otherwise the dealer will receive a 

chombo. 

N. The dealer is responsible for making sure the following conditions are 

met prior to discarding their first tile: (1) all other players have drawn 

their 13th tile, (2) the rinshan tile is put down, and (3) the dora indicator 

is flipped over. If the dealer fails to meet (1) or (3), they will receive a 

dead hand and a warning. 

IV. During the Game 

A. Do not split the dead wall from the live wall. Doing so will result in a 

warning. 

B. Do not merge different walls. Doing so will result in a warning. 

V. General Drawing 

A. A player’s turn begins once the previous player has discarded a tile and 

no calls are made on that tile. 

B. Players must wait for the previous player’s hand to return from the 

discard pond so other players can clearly see the discarded tile. 

C. Players should pause for 1 second before drawing their tile to ensure no 

calls are made on the discarded tile. 

D. If a player draws outside of their turn, they will receive a dead hand and 

two warnings. 

E. Once a player has touched the next tile in the wall, they can no longer 

make any calls. This exempts contact made with the tile while moving 

the wall. 
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F. Players must not place the just-drawn tile into their hand prior to 

discarding. Two violations will result in a warning. This applies to 

instances of kan and drawing rinshan as well. 

1. This is a requirement since players must clearly indicate the 

origin of the drawn tile (whether it was discarded from within 

their hand or if it was just drawn). 

VI. General Discarding 

A. A tile is considered to have been discarded once it has made contact 

with the table, regardless of whether or not the face has been revealed. 

B. A player’s turn ends with the discard of a tile. 

C. Players may not redact their discard decisions. 

D. If a player discards prior to drawing, they cannot draw until it is their 

turn again. The player will receive a dead hand due to being short tiles. 

E. Discard 6 tiles to a row. 

F. Discard in a clean manner. Do not cover the face of the tile with the 

thumb while discarding or do anything to interfere with other players’ 

ability to see the tile. Violations will result in a warning. Three repeated 

offenses in a kyoku will result in a dead hand. 

G. Discard within a reasonable time window. Do not take more than 4 

seconds on average to discard a tile. 

1. Players must acknowledge and apologize for the delay if they are 

to take longer than 4 seconds to consider a discard. 

VII. General Calling 

A. All calls are considered final. Invalid calls will result in a dead hand if the 

call cannot be completed. 

B. Calls normally have the following precedence: ron → pon/kan → chi. 

However, a player is only allowed to call pon, kan, or ron on a tile only 

within 1.5 seconds of it being discarded. 

C. Calls are always considered to be directed at the last tile discarded. 
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D. Players should not give other players their called tile; it is the calling 

player’s responsibility to take their tile. Violations will result in a 

warning. 

E. Rotate the called tile in the direction of the corresponding player. 

F. The calling player must take the tile prior to discarding. 

G. Do not take the tile for a ron. Violations will result in a warning. 

H. Stack the called melds vertically, instead of side-by-side 

 

I. Legitimate calls are as follows: ron, pon, chi, kan, tsumo, and riichi. 

Any alteration of the calls will not be recognized. Intentional repeated 

offenses will result in a chombo. 

J. Refrain from making noises similar to legitimate calls to avoid potential 

confusion. 

VIII. Declaring Riichi 

A. Order 

1. Vocalize the call 

2. Discard the tile sideways 

3. Place a 1000 point stick above your first row of discards 

B. Timing 

1. Next player should take no physical action - other than calls - 

before riichi’d player has finished placing their stick on the table. 

2. If the player has already discarded, they cannot declare riichi 

until next turn. 
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3. Discarding and calling riichi at the same time will result in a 

warning. 

4. A player may retract the riichi declaration prior to discarding at 

the cost of receiving a dead hand. 

5. If the original riichi tile is called, the player should place the next 

discarded tile sideways. 

C. Other 

1. Players are allowed to declare riichi with no draws left 

IX. Declaring Chi 

A. Order 

1. Vocalize the call 

2. Reveal the tiles 

3. Take the called tile 

4. Discard 

5. Put tiles to the right 

B. Timing 

1. Before calling, wait to make sure that there are no pon (i.e. after 

1.5 sec or if no pon are possible). 

2. Player who calls chi will receive a warning if they call instantly 

without waiting and another player calls pon. 

3. Player who calls chi without a valid chi block will receive a dead 

hand. Tile will not be taken, and player will draw from the wall. 

X. Declaring Pon 

A. Order 

1. Vocalize the call 

2. Reveal the tiles 

3. Take the called tile 

4. Discard 

5. Put tiles to the right 
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B. Timing 

1. Call must be made within 1.5 seconds, with some leeway given 

on another player’s riichi. 

2. If the call is made within the valid time window and the next 

player has drawn, the drawn tile must be returned to the wall. 

3. If the pon is made late and the next player has drawn, the call is 

invalid. Player who calls pon receives a warning. 

4. If the call is made late and at the same time as another player’s 

chi, the pon player is considered to be at fault and receives a 

dead hand. Player calling chi takes the tile. 

5. Pon is always considered to be directed at the last tile discarded 

6. If a player is unable to validate the pon, the player will receive a 

dead hand. 

XI. Declaring Kan 

A. Order 

1. Vocalize 

2. Reveal the kan tiles and, if called, take the called tile 

3. Player whose wall reveals the kan dora reveals the kan dora 

4. Draw the rinshan tile 

5. Discard 

6. Turn the outermost kan tiles face down if it is not called from 

another player 

7. Put tiles to the right 

B. Timing 

1. See above rules for pon. 

2. If the player has discarded prior to drawing his rinshan tile, he 

will not be permitted to draw. Player will receive a dead hand as 

a result of being short of tiles. The kan dora will still be flipped. 
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XII. Declaring Ron 

A. Order 

1. Vocalize 

2. Reveal the hand 

3. Flip the ura dora, if riichi’d 

4. State the point value of your hand 

5. Other players should confirm the legitimacy and correct 

valuation of the win by flipping their hand face-down 

6. Other players pay 

B. Timing 

1. Call must be made within 1.5 seconds. 

C. Other 

1. Do not move your winning tiles. Doing so will result in a warning 

2. If the player declares the point value of their hand prior to 

checking the ura, the player will receive a warning. Player must 

check the ura and revalue their hand. 

3. Yaku listing is optional and not preferred. 

4. Incorrect yaku listing will result in a warning. 

5. If two players ron the same tile, but only one player calls within 

the valid time window, the player calling within the valid time 

window will receive the win, regardless of seating order. 

6. If two players ron the same tile within the valid time window, 

then the player with the closest upcoming turn will receive the 

win (head bump). 

7. Player should use the point sticks available on the table to make 

change for the other player. 

8. Players should make sure they have at least one 1000 point stick 

after payment. Ask for change during the end of round payment 

not mid-game. 

D. Invalid ron declarations 

1. If the hand is revealed, the player will receive a chombo. 
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2. If the hand was not revealed, the hand is considered a dead 

hand. 

3. If the call is made too late and the next player has already 

discarded, the ron is considered to have been made on the most 

recent discard. 

XIII. Declaring Tsumo 

A. Order 

1. Vocalize 

2. Place your winning tile on the right (or left, if left-handed), 

face-up 

3. Reveal your hand 

4. Check the ura dora, if riichi’d 

5. State the point value of your hand, starting with the non-dealer 

value 

6. Other players should confirm legitimacy and correct valuation of 

the win by flipping their hand face-down 

7. Other players pay 

B. Timing 

1. Must be made in under 5 seconds. Making otherwise valid tsumo 

over 5 seconds will result in three warnings. 

C. Other 

1. Do not place your winning tile into your hand. Violations will 

result in three warnings, with minimal possible hand valuation. 

2. If the player declares the point value of their hand prior to 

checking the ura, the player will receive a warning. 

3. Do not apologize. 

4. Yaku listing is optional and not preferred. 

5. Incorrect yaku listing will result in a warning. 
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XIV. Exhaustive Draws (Ryuukyoku) 

A. Upon an exhaustive draw, players must show their tenpai/noten status 

starting from the East player and ending at the North player, regardless 

of riichi status. 

B. Riichi’d players who are in noten will receive a chombo without a round 

reset. 

XV. Manners 

A. Players must answer how many points, exactly, they have when asked. 

B. Players may request to see another player’s hand at the end of the 

kyoku. However, players may decline such requests. 

C. Flip the dora indicator as soon as possible, during the time when 

players are drawing their starting tiles. 

D. Players must not reveal the state of their hand verbally or physically 

during the game. This includes heavy sighing or physical displays of 

frustration. 

E. If the game is timed, keep discussion between rounds to a minimum 

F. When listing yaku, do so in the following order: conditional yaku (riichi, 

tsumo, ippatsu, etc.), compositional yaku (sanshoku, pinfu, chinitsu, 

etc.), number of dora and ura dora. 
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Section 2. Violations and Penalties 

I. Cheating 

OC Mahjong has a zero-tolerance policy for cheating. Any member seen 

cheating or attempting to cheat will be banned from the club. Examples of 

cheating include, but are not limited to: 

A. Switching tiles from the wall 

B. Wall stacking 

C. Collusion 

II. Chombo 

An in-game rule violation is known as a chombo. 

A. Players may commit multiple chombos in one game. 

B. Chombo penalties are applied after uma (placement bonus) calculation 

C. When a chombo occurs, the kyoku will abort and reset immediately 

unless stated otherwise. The round will not advance, and it will not 

count as a renchan (honba does not increase). 

D. Any player who has declared riichi takes back their 1000 point deposit. 

E. Unless otherwise specified, chombo penalty is a 3rd plus 4th place uma 

(placement bonus) (i.e., if the game is 15/5/-5/-15, the chombo penalty 

would be -20; if the game is 24/8/-8/-24, then the chombo penalty is 

-32). The penalty is applied at the end of the game, after the uma has 

been calculated. 

F. When a chombo occurs after the timer has expired, an extra hand will 

be played if the venue permits. If the venue does not permit, the player 

will receive a 1.5x multiplier on a chombo. 

G. If a player messes up the points of other players (e.g., knowing over 

more than 1 player’s point tray and mixing the points) without being 

able to restore the points, the game is void. Player will receive 4x 

chombo penalty. 
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H. New players get 1 free chombo without point deduction. 

III. Dead Hand 

In general, any actions are considered final, and false calls will result in a dead 
hand if the hand is not revealed. All discards signify the completion of a 
player’s turn. All draws signify that the drawing player does not need the tile 
from the previous player. 
 
Dead hand is a status when the player can no longer make any calls are 
considered not to be in tenpai. Declaring a call while under dead hand will 
result in a chombo. Players with extra or short tiles are considered to have the 
dead hand status. If a player declares a call prior to having a dead hand, it is 
not considered a chombo. 

IV. Incorrect Calls and Associated Penalties 

A. Revealing an invalid hand before the round draws 

1. A chombo penalty will be applied. The round will reset 

immediately. 

B. Any wrong call (pon, kan, chi, riichi, tsumo, ron) 

1. The player receives a dead hand. Saying “never mind” does not 

undo the wrong call. No dead hand will be given if the player is 

able to execute the call. 

C. Displaying wrong tile while making making a call 

1. No penalty will be applied if the player can legitimize the call by 

showing the correct tiles. Otherwise, the player receives a dead 

hand. 

D. Declaring a riichi without being in tenpai 

1. Player will receive a dead hand. Player does not have to place a 

1000 point deposit. 

E. Incorrect discard after calling a tile (swap calling) 

1. Player will receive a dead hand. 

2. Occurs when a player engages in kuikae (swap calling) when 

kuikae is disallowed (i.e., chi 1p with 23p and discard 4p or pon 6s 

and discard 6s). 
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F. Illegal post-riichi kan 

1. Player will receive a chombo penalty when their hand is revealed 

2. It is considered breaking the rules when a player declares a kan 

after riichi, if the kan will remove a possible interpretation of 

their hand. This is different from Tenhou, as Tenhou only checks 

if a player has changed their wait. 

3. This applies regardless of yaku or fu considerations. For example, 

if a player declares riichi with 111p22233444s11m, they cannot 

declare a kan on 2s or 4s. Although in all situations under which 

this hand will be scored, the 2s and 4s will be considered triplets, 

kanning the 2s will remove the possible interpretation of 

winning on 3s as a kanchan. 

 

V. Enforcements 

While the rules listed above are numerous and may take some time to fully 
adjusted to, these rules are critical to the smooth operation of the game. 
 
Members should make it a priority to follow the rules. Club members should 
do their best to help other members uphold these rules by pointing out 
violations. 
 
Be reasonably kind when pointing out another player’s violation; do not be 
spiteful. 
 
Be graceful when others point out your violation; do not take it as a personal 
attack. 
 
The penalties will be greatly relaxed for new learners (new players who have 
attended fewer than 6 meetings; experienced players who have attended the 
lesser of 4 meetings or 2 months). Make sure you and the officers have 
reached an agreement prior to playing the game. 
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